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ability to live up to even the average man's notions
of what constitutes good sense (or good taste) in a
newspaper. By offering extraneous advantages, such
as Free Accident Insurance, the proprietor forces his
way into the poorer home, where his views may at
first be ridiculed: but the mud slung daily slowly
sticks. These devices were dispensed with during the
war years, when shortage of paper made competition
for readers superfluous, but it is to be feared that in
normal times they will quickly reappear.
Nevertheless, there are other cases in which special
care is taken to preserve the purity of a news-service.
The Times has long enjoyed a high reputation both for
foreign and home news reports: and a small committee
was established by a recent owner of this paper, con-
sisting of such dignitaries as the Speaker and the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, who have a veto on any further
change of ownership which might render the paper
less sane and well balanced. Its politics are conserva-
tive in tone, but The Times generally supports the
government of the day and is scrupulously careful to
give space to the speeches and activities of parties and
persons of whose views it disapproves. Still greater
efforts are made by the B.B.C., which incidentally has
the unique advantage that the search for truth is not
liable to be deflected by the need to consider the
wishes of advertisers, on whom all newspapers, even
The Times., depend for their very existence. Its
Governors, though nominated by the Ministry and
subject (as we have seen) to pressure by Parliament,
represent different views and have a fixed period of
office. Under their auspices the news bulletins remain
studiously moderate, and are generally as well in-
formed as they are well balanced. The political talks—

